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TITAN REINFORCED STEEL
BOLLARD
Product Code: SFD5131



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Here at Street Furniture Direct we have be providing
projects up and down the country with our high
quality Steel Bollards. We are able to provide a wide
range of options on all of our Steel Bollards from
powder coating in any RAL colour, to a range of
different caps.

The cap we provide as standard is a welded flat cap,
but there are choices available including; a domed
top, a semi domed top, a mitred top, along with
many more for a small extra cost. If you do require a
different cap please contact one of our trained
advisers. Unlike many other companies we dont
have any minimum order amount on our Steel
Bollards and because these are in stock we would
look to have them with you in 48 hours.

The Titan Reinforced Steel Bollard is available in
3 standard diameters; 139mm, 168mm, 194mm
(Other dimensions are possible on request).
Manufactured with an internal steel core to add
strength, galvanised as standard and can be powder
coated in a range of colours. Hazard Banding strips
are also available for additional visibility at night. The
Reinforced Steel Bollards offers the benefits of Anit-
Ram for added security and protection for any area. 

If you are looking for a selection of bollards or to
create a collection of street furniture, let us know
and we can help you put together a full solution.

*Powder Coating will require a longer lead time

SPECIFICATIONS

Weight 90.00 kg

Length 1500mm

Diameter 139mm

Fixing Root Fixed

Material Steel

Colour Galvanised
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